**All-Tech Game Set For Tomorrow Night**

Tomorrow will witness one of the most unusual sporting events in the history of the Institute, and surely one of the most unique in the history of basketball. Tomorrow is the date of the All-Tech Basketball Game.

The time is 8:00 p.m.

The plans will be the Cambridge Armory, already well-known to the MIT ROTC student. The Armory will be prepared for the occasion with stands, chairs, a public address system, and special lighting.

The purpose is primarily to have a good time, and to give school spirit an uplift in the same process. The proceeds that the sixty cent admission charge will muster will be used to support TCA Boys' Work.

The events will include a clash between the Intramural All-Stars and the MIT varsity basketball team in the second contest of the evening. The first game will find prominent members of the science and humanities departments getting together to oppose the engineers. In this administration in a battle that may, by some interesting accident, resemble a basketball game although the plans call for competition fair superior to anything conceived by Dr. Nuimich.

There are two specials connected with the game. One will be a special dollar prize for a couple (so bring a date, by golly). The other is a dark secret not to be breathed till the night of the game.

The following line-ups speak for themselves. To say that the evening will be interesting is an understatement. To be a member of the MIT Community, and to miss the event, can only be considered technical madness.

MIT faculty men taking part in the benefit are already being bagged with spirited nicknames by their students. Placement director J. Deffen has become “Jumping Joe” and assistant chancellor M. G. Kiefer is “the Wahoo wrangler.” And MIT Treasurer Joseph S. Sayler is, naturally, “the house baby.”

Chief threat of the team represents the competition and the engineering faculty will probably be Dr. Boil Ashley. A six-foot-six professor of electrical engineering, he should be able to get up in the air. But the interest is not on the surface and humanities faculty may be able to compensate by being daring pros. At least the MIT students call metalurgy professor Nicholas Gross is something of an iron man.

**The Lineup**

Air Conditioning

**CRONIN’S RESTAURANT**

30 Dunster Street off Harvard Square

Famous for CHARCOAL BROILED STEAKS, CHOPS and SEAFOOD

Dinner from 75c to $2.65 Full Bar. Wines and Liquors

EL: 4-1366

**Simeone’s**

ITALIAN-AMERICAN RESTAURANT

21 Brattle St, Cambridge, Mass. 02138

Tel. EL 4-9519

**AIR CONDITIONED**

**Win a trip around the world in 3 days!**

Yes, try L&M in the new Crash-proof Box. Try the handy L&M Pack... then finish the limerick about the pack that suits you best!

**Fly around the world this summer!**

The adventure of a Lifetime... is waiting for you! Travel the route of Jules Verne’s famous hero to the most romantic places in the world. London/Peking... Rome... Baghdad... Calcutta... Hong Kong... Tokyo! This could be your summer vacation... 79 days of enchantment with all expenses paid. And all you have to do is write one simple line of English!

Just finish the limerick about the pack that suits you best... the Crash-proof L&M Pack or the Handy L&M Pack. Send in your entry TODAY!

**EASY CONTEST RULES**

**FIRST PRICE**

Trip around the world in 78 days

**NEXT 50 PRIZES**

**Packed “Highmelter” Landcigarettes**

(Comes wound wherever illegal)

**PRINTING**

OFFSET • LETTERPRESS • PLANOGRAPHE

THE HAMPSTEAD PRESS, INC.
20 Calebous Street
Cambridge, Mass.
Phone: EL 7-0194

**Said a popular B.O.M.C.:**

**Said a Phi Beta Kappa named Jack:**

**L&M Filters**

**Said: “Keep my L&M’s right, I’m so handy to note.”**

**L&M Filters**

**Get Full, Exciting Flavor**

**Plus the Pure White Miracle Tip**

**America’s fastest-growing cigarette**
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